Angenette Spalink and Scott Magelssen culture, traceable to the time of the composition of Genesis. Lest anyone believe that human and nonhuman animals exist on a continuum or share a genealogy, the Lucy exhibit, along with depictions of the Fall and Noah's Ark, reifies the biblical mandate that Man shall have dominion over the earth. The anthropocentric striation of humans and animals into hierarchical tiers across time relieves humans of accountability for not treating other living creatures as equals, and, by extension, for not addressing the world's ecological problems. Given current threats to the earth and its atmosphere, such a position is anathema to a more progressive position, which recognizes the potential for the Creation Museum's cosmology to sanction irreparable damage to the earth. The purpose of this essay is not, however, to advocate for more progressive conceptions of time, space, and matter that seek to erase such discursive constructions, but, rather, to discuss the ways in which these conceptions-and, indeed, counterpositions-are maintained, performed, and policed by particular institutions or languages of intelligibility. To engage this discussion is to recognize that the historiographic systems put into practice by the Creation Museum not only 
